The Dental Directory – fantastic offers on top products

The Dental Directory is one of the best places to find the latest in dental products, but it’s not just on its laurels, instead striving continuously to provide top quality value for its customers. To showcase just some of its special offers, The Dental Directory is launching its latest PreChristmas catalogue from 1st July. The discount spotlight will be shining on a range of selected high-quality products to bring savings to practices around the UK.

Coltene, GC, Septodont, Sirona, DENTSPLY, Hexa and Alapharm products will all feature in the catalogue, along with other big name products and The Dental Directory’s UnoDent and Classic ranges.

To learn more about PreChristmas and The Dental Directory’s fantastic range of infection control products, speak to your Dental Directory Representative, call 0800 585 586 or visit www.dentaldirectory.co.uk.

Dental

Diamonds are forever

Dental supply a wide range of top branded products, including W&H Dental Adaxis** +++) rated R&S Diamond Bur. Dental Sky is now offering specially designed Diamond Points on your brand purchase to exchange for W&H products.

Purchase any bur from the current Dental Sky catalogue between 1st June and 30th November and you will receive one Diamond Point for every two Diamond Points you’ve paid for to exchange for W&H products.

The long-distance alliance between Kemdent, Exeter University and Bristol University Dental School has brought us Alapharm, and the latest Diamond Glass Inner Cement (GIC) for use within Dental Practitioners throughout the UK. Kemdent products are developed, manufactured and tested in Sweden. The range of Adhesive product lines is the Tavon range of designer dental cements. The Tavon design is a one-step liner that adheres to the highest of clinical standards both for surgery and restorative applications. These products come in a range of five different styles with over 350 colour combinations available, including a variety of worktop materials. For the perfect bespoke crown and bridge solution. Tavon and Ryn Dental really do offer customers a better solution.

Dr Ranadeep Varach of Wandelst Dental Spu, Hull says: “Excellent service from a team that can’t do enough to help. Wish the whole programme your posts will be added up and converted into shopping discounts. I would recommend Diamond Points on your brand purchase to exchange for W&H products. Great service and support by your representatives. Thank you for making your choice with Miers & Spencer. John Lewis (which includes Wieland, Sambirani) or Love2Shop (reorderable in over 2000 retail stores across the UK).

Great news in general.

So make sure you register with your Account Manager on 0800 294 4700 or via their website www.dentalsky.com to start saving your Diamond Points now.

Less than £1.00 per capsule!

Now is the ideal time to try Diamond Rapid Set Capsules, manufactured by Kemdent. Buy 100 capsules for £11.80. £1.00 per capsule.

W&H: People Have Priority.

The benefits of handpieces offer absolute flexibility to meet the needs of each dental practice. With the unbeatable Synxana range and the larger range which includes the Alapia LED turbines that not only generates its own LED light, it also provides the disgustingly simple and convenient handpiece release. A full range of coupling-based models are available - so you can have LED light with your existing coupling – now you have a economical dental unit! It’s never been easier to experience the superb quality of W&H turbines in your surgery. With W&H LEDI you can benefit from excellent laminator on or optic or semi optic unit.

In addition, W&H handpieces including Synxana and Alapia LED turbines are thermo washer disinfectable and sterile, and come with a scannable etched data matrix code as standard – making W&H the ideal choice for everyday use according to the latest disinfection best practice guidelines.

For further information on W&H products and services, please contact W&H (UK) Ltd on 0116 255 6326 or marketing.ukw@w&h.com.

WB&H People Have Priority.

Allegro Promotion

Until 30th June W&H have up to 55 per cent off on Allegro handpieces.

W&H are offering you the opportunity to save up to 55% off a selection of Allegro handpieces from January to March. The W&H Allegro range of handpieces offer absolute flexibility to meet the needs of each dental practice. The unbeatable Synxana range is available to W&H in a range of different connections - from fixed connection to coupling-based instruments for smooth rotation and quick release. Models are available to fit couplets from all major manufacturers. It’s never been easier or more cost effective to experience the superb-quality of W&H turbines in your surgery. Now you can purchase a Allegro low speed handpiece from just £113 plus VAT.

W&H Allegro handpieces are thermo washer disinfectable and sterile, and come with a scannable etched data matrix code as standard – making W&H the ideal choice for everyday use according to the latest disinfection best practice guidelines.

For more information please contact WB&H on 01737 874990 or your preferred dealer.

CosTech Elite®

Smile-on: delivering quality education

Smile-on and the University of Manchester now provide an MSc in Aesthetics and Aesthetic Dentistry. If you are a busy practitioner looking to enhance your current clinical practice the MSc is the ideal choice. A combination of webinar, e-learning modules and instructor-led learning ensures you have all the resources you need.

Available exclusively from CosTech Elite, Thank You Impression Trays present an exceptional reduction in materials and equipment costs, enabling practitioners to offer patients the smile they want without compromising safety, at a price that can’t be beaten.

For more information on how CosTech Elite® can help you, call 01474 520 076 or email info@costech.co.uk
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Take control of plaque with Curasept ADS

The Curasept ADS (Anti-Discoluration System) range of oral healthcare products from Curasept are a winning combination for effective long-term control of plaque. Harnessing the benefits of Chlorhexidine (CHX) without the drawbacks, Curasept ADS is a powerful ally in the fight against disease-inducing oral bacteria. Side effects typically associated with CHX-based products include staining of the teeth and tongue, altered taste perception and unpleasant tingling sensations. Available in two strengths (0.2% per cent or 0.05 per cent CHX), Curasept ADS mouth rinse is alcohol-free and won’t irritate sensitive patients, or those who have undergone oral surgery, will particularly appreciate Curasept ADS mouthrinse, as it is alcohol-free and won’t irritate the oral mucosa.

The Curasept ADS family of products also includes a gel formulation (0.1% per cent CHX) and toothpaste, which is sodium laurel sulphate-free. Easy to use and mild on patients’ mouths, Curasept ADS helps patients of all ages and abilities to stay ahead of the trend and also offer several cost effective ways to personalise your patients’ at home dental regime.

For further information, please contact Victoria Banks, Programme Administrator, on 020 7905 1251, email v.banks@eastman.ucl.ac.uk or visit www.eastman.ucl.ac.uk.

International experts are on hand to discuss current issues and the two-year course is structured so you can learn at a pace that suits you and engineer your own learning journey. A full range of coupling-based models are available - so you can have LED light with your existing coupling - now you have a economical dental unit! It’s never been easier to experience the superb quality of W&H turbines in your surgery. With W&H LEDI you can benefit from excellent laminator on or optic or semi optic unit.
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W&H Handpieces
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